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Senior Project Reflection
Neither research nor creative projects ever end up as one expects, and this project fits
both categories. It underwent several conceptual, and innumerable surface level, revisions. I
thought it would be done several times before it was, and then I feared it would never be
done.
When I wrote my proposal, I knew I wanted to blend fiction, non-fiction, and images
into a genre-bending work. I expected the fictional narrative to be the cohesive element. I
knew any nonfictional and visual elements would have to come as short and unobtrusive
bursts. However, I had to experiment and revise extensively before this blended document
took its final shape. The largest change was that, after multiple re-envisionings and several
brainstorming sessions with my advisor, I decided to blend two layers of fiction instead of
both fiction and nonfiction. By making my protagonist a journalist, I was able to use the
guidebooks he was reading and the articles that he was supposedly writing as the “nonfiction”
elements to interrupt my central narration.
One reason for these changes in structure was that my purpose for the document
changed somewhat drastically. I had originally wanted my senior project to be a sophisticated
literary piece based in theory, an offbeat intellectual map for the experience of Prague.
However, I found that while much research is being done on hybridization and cultural
mapping, I wanted the piece to be more accessible to a broad audience than the typical texts
involved in that research. A turning point came when I applied for a government Gilman
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Scholarship and decided to use my document as part of the required carry-on project for after
I returned. I wanted my text to be a helpful tool to teach others about my host country and
encourage them to study abroad. From then on, I thought more about that future audience and
tried to make my piece more relevant to them. I could still utilize the theory I had read in
subtle ways and as inspiration for experimenting with structure.
This focus on a general audience, of students with more interest in than experience
with foreign travel, was how I came up with the guidebook structure of my project. I wanted
to make a “novel guide” that would tell people what to expect from a foreign city without
being as dry or list-based as typical travel guidebooks. It would draw on the genres of
guidebooks and fictional novels in a new way. Besides being the established genre for
foreigners to learn about travel destinations, the guidebook structure allowed me to integrate
different kinds of text, photography, and design. I adopted the generic guidebook layout with
headers and colorful blurbs, while making the content within more personal. My goal was to
entertain readers and encourage cultural curiosity, rather than to help travelers navigate the
physical city. Therefore, I was able to incorporate my own perceptions and experiences, as
well as my research on various topics, through the conceit of my protagonist.
I molded the fiction thread to be the coherent narrative that would keep readers
flowing through what might otherwise be a confusing, segmented text. I hoped to create a
near-interactive experience where readers could discover the city alongside and through the
protagonist. The characterization of the protagonist as an older male who had grown up in
Prague and only went back as a forced assignment was done to add interest and distract from
how much was my own experience. His occupation and mission were also important to the
way the story developed. I assembled the document so that his fictional journey would give
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readers background information while showing them through the city. As they progressed
through the document, they would see those same bits of background information and those
adventures influencing Jan’s “nonfiction” articles.
Incorporating photography into the document without overly complicating the reader’s
experience was a difficult issue; but my instincts, mapping research, and adoption of the
guidebook format all called for visual elements. Photography was the most appropriate visual
element because it comes the closest to a direct transfer of experience. I chose to put a few,
very typical photographs of Prague’s most important sights and monuments inside colorful
blurbs that could almost have come straight from a guidebook. Despite the fact that I wanted
readers to feel more intimately acquainted with the city as a result of my project, I still wanted
them to gain an understanding of the most typical Prague. Ideally, the more personal
snapshots interspersed somewhat chaotically as part of the protagonist’s creative process will
be highlighted in contrast. The evolution of my original proposal for an annotated photo log
was my blog and photo site, which is accessible in the August- December archives of
www.boomsinthenight.wordpress.com.
A last creative decision I struggled with during this project was how to conclude the
document. Since I was aiming for a reader-guided experience, I didn’t want to force a lesson
or theme on it. I am also still evaluating my thoughts, perceptions, and most valuable insights
into Prague. At the risk of making it appear unfinished, I decided to end the text before all the
threads within it were tied up. Instead of including the final “nonfiction” article written by my
protagonist, I left the final words with my readers. I hope that will allow them more freedom
to process their impression for themselves. First, I hope that someone who does not have to
will make it that far. But at the very least, the process of crafting this blended project gave me
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the opportunity to think harder and more creatively about the many elements involved.
It was challenging keeping track of so many ambitions, story threads, and design
considerations, but by far the largest difficulty I experienced was an emotional block.
Unfortunately, I have some regret over my decision to study in Prague during fall 2009. I was
in the wrong place at the wrong time for me. Although I enjoyed myself and learned
important things, it feels like a huge missed opportunity. Over the course of several months, I
succumbed to guilt and guilt-induced stress, and those feelings became associated with my
senior project. I would shut down every time that I tried to start work. I worked on anyway,
but I was stressed and unproductive. I am grateful for the encouragement and critique of my
wonderful advisor, the deadline flexibility that was given to me, and the fact that Prague can
now become a fond memory while I concentrate on the present.
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